
General Description

The TOPLED® E1608 expands the lower power portfolio from 
ams OSRAM to meet requirements to illuminate switches and 
buttons in automotive interior applications. The TOPLED® 
E1608 offers one of the smallest LED industry standard 
footprints in a highly reliable and well proven package concept. 
The TOPLED® E1608 is available in the full color range and 
in different brightness levels. To ensure a wide coverage of 
brightness range, the small LED is binned from 0.5 mA to 20mA 
depending on the color. Moreover, the flexi-blue binning will 
enlarge the today offered CoD (Color-on-Demand) area and 
assists in reducing the portfolio complexity by only having one 
blue CoD device covering the existing and upcoming brand 
colors. An expanded white binning for white colored devices, 
makes it possible to meet further color requirements and 
provide new design opportunities. The TOPLED® E1608 includes 
an automated driving system lighting color that is adapted for 
interior indication. 

Its outstanding performance is suitable for a huge variety 
of applications where small package design with excellent 
reliability is needed. 

Target Market / Applications
- Ideally designed for space-limited applications

- Cluster, button and switch backlighting

- Interior illumination (e.g. Ambient Map)

- Electronic equipment

Key Features
- Compact pre-mold device
- Radiation 120°
- Corrosion robustness class: 2B
- Fully automotive qualified AEC-Q102

Benefit / Value
- Significant reduction of package size

- Similar or higher lumen output compared to  
 TOPLED® and Mini TOPLED®

- Availaibility of full color and brightness range

- High flexibility to realize different designs

- One footprint for all applications

Available Colors

Functional Illumination
TOPLED® E1608 

True	Green

Orange

Yellow

Super	Red

Warm	White
Cyan

Magenta

Ice	Blue

Flex	Blue

Sensing is life
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- Warm white

- Cold white

- Blue

- CoD

- IceBlue (CoD)

- FlexiBlue (CoD)

- Cyan

- Green

- Yellow

- Orange

- Red

- Superred
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